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Baptiste controls an assortment of experimental equipment and weapons to keep allies alive and eliminate threats in fierce conditions. A combat medic who is as capable of saving lives as he has mined the enemy. Baptiste's three-wheel-burst Biotic Launcher rewards precision and recoil control with significant output
damage. It also serves as a healing device, lobbying projectiles that treat allies near the point of impact. Baptiste activates an intense regenerative explosion that heals himself and close allies over time. Baptiste uses a device to create a field that prevents allies from dying. The generator could be destroyed. Baptiste
creates a matrix that doubles the damage and healing effects of friendly projectilies that pass through it. When the first crouches, Baptiste can jump higher. No dying under my watch. An elite combat medic and former talon agent, Baptiste now uses his skills to help those whose lives have been affected by the war. Jean-
Baptiste Augustin was one of 30 million children orphaned by the omnic crisis. With limited opportunities and resources enlisted in the army. The Caribbean coalition, a pan-island force created in response to the crisis, has become its new home. Guided by his innate desire to help people, Baptiste chose the path of a
combat medic and served in an elite branch of the Caribbean Coalition of Special Ops. After his service was completed, Baptiste struggled to find demand for his unique skills. He turned to one of the few opportunities open to him: joining a group of Talon mercenaries, one of many organizations that were prepared to
profit from the chaos of the war's aftermath. For the first time ever, Baptiste had a taste of the good life. Talon's missions were simple and paid well, and he put aside some of his income to set up a clinic in his hometown. But slowly, his unit's orders escalated into brutality, expanding into assassinations and operations
with civilian casualties. Confronted with his team's actions, Baptiste realized he was maintaining a cycle of violence like the one that destroyed his own community. He left Talon, disgusted by what he had done, and decided to create a new path for himself. But Talon wouldn't let him go. Baptiste knew too much, and they
sent workers after him to silence him. Agent after agent came after him, including Baptist's former comrades. To stay under the radar, Baptiste drifted from place to place, aiding in humanitarian efforts around the world. The few members of Talon who managed to track him down were never seen again. Now, Baptiste is
working toward a better world, healing where he can, and fighting when he must. He knows he can't undo his past-but that making a difference now is what matters. These correction notes represent general changes made to the live version of Overwatch and the changes to the balance listed affect Quick Play,
Competitive Play, and custom games. UPDATE: Baptiste will go live on March 19, according to Blizzard.Blizzard has just revealed its newest Overwatch hero, Baptiste, which is now available to play on PTR. Developers are still tweaking out his kit and seeing what works before putting it on official servers. That being
said, here's everything you need to know about when Baptiste comes to Overwatch live servers and consoles. Before the arrival of new heroes on live servers, Blizzard always ensures that they enter the public test area first. In this way, PC players can still get a chance to test their kits and provide feedback, which could
lead to a few necessary balance changes. Once the overwatch hero is ready, Blizzard will finally patch them into the main game where you play in all modes. It's certainly worth noting, however, that each hero had his own testing period in PTR. Wrecking Ball, for example, stayed in PTR for almost a month or so, while
Ashe was only tested for about a week. Going by this, it's probably safe to assume that Baptiste will be in PTR for at least a week or so, with the moon being the last. Blizzard did not reveal when the hero will be coming to Overwatch live servers and consoles, but we will definitely update this post as soon as it does.
Blizzard also loves releasing teasers and trailers for their upcoming releases, so you can keep an eye on your official social media accounts, such as Facebook and Twitter, for any updates on its release date. That's pretty much all you need to know about when Baptiste will be coming to Overwatch live servers and
consoles. If you're looking for more game updates, be sure to check for Twinfinite. Overwatch developer Blizzard has announced a release date for its next hero character. The latest Overwatch character is a support-class medic named Baptiste.And the good news is that he doesn't wait long before he is widely available
to all players. As announced earlier this week, Baptiste has a March 19 release date on the PS4, Xbox One and PC. Big Overwatch content updates usually drop around 6pm UK time, so the countdown starts now. Of course, there's a way you can play Baptiste before his March 19 release date. Baptiste in Overwatch
(Image: BLIZZARD) Baptiste in Overwatch (Image: BLIZZARD) PC owners can download public Test Region (PTR) and try Baptiste before the official launch. PTR is where Blizzard tests its latest creations and incoming balance updates before release. Thanks to feedback from fans, the developer can make adjustments
before the new maps and heroes are released to the wider public. Perhaps Baptiste will get some improvements next to a bumper game update on March 19.Baptiste is described as a combat medic who controls an assortment of experimental devices. Baptiste's The launcher fires a three-wheel-burst that rewards
precision and recoil control with significant output damage, explains Blizzard. His alternative fire lobs grenades that treat allies near the crash site. With Restorative Burst, Baptiste activates an intense surge that heals one's and close allies over time. As danger approaches, Baptiste can blow up his immortal field to
prevent the Allies from dying. Baptiste moves around the battlefield with Exo Boots, jumping over obstacles and clearing distances that would stop other heroes. Baptiste deploys his Amplification Matrix as its ultimate, doubling the damage and healing effects of friendly projectiels. Sounds pretty good for us! Let us know
what you think of Baptiste in the comments below... Baptiste in Overwatch (Image: BLIZZARD) UPDATE 2: Overwatch developer Blizzard has released the latest new hero Baptiste.The fight medic has launched along with a great new update to the PS4, Xbox One and PC. This combat medic is not an angel of mercy,
added tweet Blizzard. Play Baptiste now on PC, PlayStation 4 and Xbox One! UPDATE: New Overwatch character Baptiste is about to be released on PS4, Xbox One and PC. The next major Overwatch update is expected to go live at 6pm, meaning there's not long to wait before you play as Baptiste. ORIGINAL:
Overwatch fans are counting on the release of new hero Baptiste.The latest Overwatch hero has a March 19 release date on ps4, xbox one and pc. Overwatch content updates usually go live between 5-6pm UK time, so the countdown starts now. Baptiste will launch along with a major new update to Overwatch, which
Blizzard has been testing in the public testing area (PTR). The latest Overwatch character is a support-class medic who controls an assortment of experimental devices. Baptiste biotic launcher fires a three-wheel-burst that rewards precision and recoil control with significant output damage, explains Blizzard. His
alternative fire lobs grenades that treat allies near the crash site. With Restorative Burst, Baptiste activates an intense surge that heals one's and close allies over time. As danger approaches, Baptiste can blow up his immortal field to prevent the Allies from dying. Baptiste in Overwatch (Image: BLIZZARD) Baptiste is
also equipped with Exo Boots, which allows him to clear jump over obstacles and clear greater distances. Its Ultimate is a Amplification Matrix that doubles the damage and healing effects of friendly projectilies. The new character was previously a member of the Talon mercenary group, but left the organisation after
disagreeing with their brutal methods. But Talon wouldn't let him go, Continues Blizzard. Baptiste knew too much, and they sent workers after him to silence him. Agent after agent came after him, including Baptist's former comrades. To under the radar, Baptiste drifted from place to place, aid in humanitarian efforts
around the world. The few members of Talon who managed to track him down were never seen again. Now, Baptiste is working toward a better world, healing where he can, and fighting when he must. He knows he can't undo his past - but that making a difference now is what matters. As part of the Baptiste update,
Blizzard has also been experimenting with a number of hero changes and other tweaks. According to the first patch notes, the damage to the beam will be reduced on impact armor, while the damage increase is applied when the projectile is fired instead when it hits the opponent. Knockback distance should also be
more consistent. When it comes to character changes, fans can expect Ana's Nano Boost to regenerate less health than before. Cooling down on Doomfist capabilities will be reduced, while the radius of Sonic Arrow Hanzo covers less ground. Elsewhere, primary fire damage is increasing for the Mei Endothermic
Blaster, although the ice wall is not as durable as before. Changes will also be made to Moira, Orisa, Chára, Soldier: 76, Sombra, Torbjörn, Widowmaker and Wrecking Ball. Another Overwatch hero is coming to consoles and live servers on your PC from next week. Baptiste has been available to play on PC test servers
since he was unveiled, but will be available for every March 19.Baptiste is a support hero and battle-hardened combat medic. Its main weapon is the Biotic Launcher, which treats allies and deals with damage to enemies. Biotic Launcher uses a three-shot burst when firing bullets, and can lob projectiles that heal for
impact. Like other heroes, Baptiste has three special abilities as well as special movement skills. His restorative burst thrust heals himself and all close allies over time. The immortality field is exactly as it sounds, with Baptiste creating a generator that keeps allies from dying. Beware though, as the generator can be
destroyed. Baptiste's ultimate ability is to amplify the Matrix. This step creates a matrix that doubles the damage and healing of all projectily shot through it. This means it can be used as a treat to your team quickly and deal huge damage to enemies. As a bonus, Baptiste has special movement skills. Called Exo Boots,
Baptiste can jump higher while jumping from a crouched position. Baptiste is amplifying The Matrix in Action Photo: Blizzard As for the story, Baptiste comes from Haiti, where he initially served in the Caribbean Coalition. He was adopted by Talon, and worked for the organization until he realized Talon only maintained
the cycle of violence he felt since the Omnic crisis. Baptiste now works alone, trying to help the victims of war find a better life. Baptiste's push away PTR and on live servers and consoles will happen on March 19. Overwatch servers will likely experience less downtime as the Baptiste update is used, and then new hero
support will be available everyone to try. On your PC, Xbox One, and PS4. Expect Blizzard to release some new patch notes with updates as well. So what do you think? Are you excited to play as Baptiste once overwatch updates on March 19? Have you tried Baptiste on test servers? Let us know your thoughts in the
comments section below. Below.
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